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Abstract
Batteryless energy-harvesting devices have the potential to
be the foundation of applications for which batteries are
infeasible. Just-In-Time checkpointing supports intermittent
execution on energy-harvesting devices by checkpointing
processor state right before a power failure. While effective
for software execution, Just-In-Time checkpointing remains
vulnerable to unrecoverable failures involving peripherals
(e.g., sensors and accelerators) because checkpointing during
a peripheral operation may lead to inconsistency between
peripheral and program state. Additionally, a peripheral op-
eration that uses more energy than a device can buffer never
completes, causing non-termination.

This paper presents Samoyed, a Just-In-Time checkpoint-
ing system that safely supports peripherals. Samoyed cor-
rectly runs user-annotated peripheral functions by selec-
tively disabling checkpoints and undo-logging. Samoyed
guarantees progress by energy profiling, dynamic peripheral
workload scaling, and a user-provided software fallback rou-
tine. Our evaluation shows that Samoyed correctly executes
peripheral operations that fail with existing systems, achiev-
ing up to 122.9x speedup by using accelerators. Samoyed
preserves the performance benefit of Just-In-Time check-
pointing, showing 4.11x mean speedup compared to a recent
possible alternative. Moreover, Samoyed’s unique ability to
profile energy and to dynamically scale large peripheral op-
erations simplifies programming.
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1 Introduction
The combination of low-power microcontrollers and energy-
harvesting power systems enable sophisticated batteryless
devices. Such energy-harvesting devices collect energy from
their environment, charging an energy buffer and operat-
ing for a short window using the buffered energy. Because
these devices do not need a battery to operate, they can be
deployed on an environment where replacing the battery
is often infeasible, such as environmental monitoring [34],
in-body sensing, or sensing in outer space [71]. While op-
erating, the device computes and manipulates peripherals
such as sensors, radios, and specialized architectural accel-
erators [17, 56]. When the buffer is depleted, power fails,
erasing volatile state (e.g., registers and SRAM) but preserv-
ing non-volatile state (e.g., FRAM or Flash). The device then
recharges until accumulating sufficient energy when it re-
boots and continues operating. Software executes intermit-
tently, only when energy is available [15, 30, 40, 44, 65].
Prior work enables correct intermittent execution with

system support. Checkpointing systems [6, 32, 40, 45, 54, 65]
save the volatile state of the device to non-volatile memory,
or checkpoint, before the state gets erased by a power fail-
ure. On reboot, the checkpointed state is restored, resuming
execution from the checkpointed program point. Static check-
pointing systems rely on the compiler [4, 16, 45, 46, 54, 65] or
the programmer [15, 40, 44] to decide where to checkpoint in
code. Static checkpointing allows precise control over where
to checkpoint, which helps avoid checkpointing during sen-
sitive peripheral accesses that should not be interrupted by
a checkpoint. However, these systems require accurate pre-
diction of the energy consumption of code. Poorly placed
checkpoints cause non-termination if they are too rare and
a performance cost if they are too frequent [16, 45].

Just-In-Time (JIT) checkpointing systems [5, 6, 32, 33], on
the other hand, monitor the device’s remaining energy and
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take a checkpoint only once before a power failure is im-
minent. JIT checkpointing avoids the checkpoint frequency
problem of static solutions, provides a performance advan-
tage, and can simplify programming [6, 32] (claims we em-
pirically validate in Section 2.3).
Despite their benefits, prior JIT checkpointing systems

have limitations that render them incompatible with periph-
eral devices, such as sensors, radios, and architectural ac-
celerators [55] (i.e., “peripherals”). Peripheral devices for
sensing and communicating are extremely common in em-
bedded sensor systems, and intermittent systems must safely
support these peripherals. Computation accelerators [10, 25]
are growing increasingly important, as applications offload
more computation (such as machine learning inference) to
the edge and beyond [23].
A key design requirement for JIT checkpointing is that

the system must be able to checkpoint at any moment as
power fails. This design requirement conflicts with the need
for a peripheral operation to complete without interruption
by a checkpoint once started. Section 2.4 characterizes this
conflict, showing that existing JIT checkpointing systems
suffer unrecoverable failures when using peripherals. More-
over, when a peripheral operation requires more energy
than the device can buffer (making an application infeasi-
ble), no existing system supports safely decomposing the
operation into smaller, feasible operations. Due to the limita-
tions, many previous systems instead focus on an alternate
non-JIT checkpointing design that allows safe use of periph-
erals [15, 30, 40, 44, 45], sacrificing performance.

This work introduces Samoyed, 1 the first JIT checkpoint-
ing system to correctly and efficiently support multiple dif-
ferent types of peripheral operations in an intermittent exe-
cution on an energy-harvesting device. Samoyed provides
programmers with a peripheral atomic function primitive, the
implementation of which supports uninterruptable periph-
eral operations that are safely compatible with JIT check-
points. Samoyed statically profiles peripheral operation en-
ergy to estimate the viability of the peripheral. Samoyed
can then dynamically decompose a long-running peripheral
operation into multiple smaller operations, or fall back to a
simpler, alternative implementation if energy is insufficient.

We prototyped Samoyed for a modern energy-harvesting
hardware platform [17]. The prototype includes a compiler,
runtime library and energy profiler that together provide
Samoyed’s JIT checkpointing and atomic function primitives.
We evaluated Samoyed to show that it enables safe peripheral
operations, while prior systems fail. Samoyed permits the
safe use of computation accelerators, which provide a 10.78x
average speedup in computation-heavy microbenchmarks.
Samoyed is 4.11x faster on average than a prior, non-JIT
checkpointing alternative. Our main contributions are:

1Safe Atomic Manipulation Of Your External Devices

• A characterization of peripheral operations that are prob-
lematic with JIT checkpoints.

• A JIT checkpointing system that provides safe access to a
wide variety of peripherals.

• Amechanism that dynamically scales peripheral operation
cost to match energy availability.

• A static energy profiler for estimating the viability of pe-
ripherals before deployment.

• An evaluation comparing to prior work and showing that
Samoyed provides safe peripheral operation where prior
JIT systems fail, with a 4.11x speedup over non-JIT alter-
natives.

2 Background and Motivation
Improvements in the efficiency of computer systems and
the maturation of energy-harvesting have led to the viabil-
ity of batteryless computing devices built from commodity
components. Intermittent energy availability complicates
the development and execution of software targeting these
devices. Managing the manipulation of hardware peripheral
devices adds additional complexity, much of which has not
been addressed by prior work on intermittent computing.

2.1 Energy-Harvesting Devices
A typical energy-harvesting device consists of an energy
harvester, an energy buffering capacitor, a microcontroller
(MCU), volatile and non-volatile memory, and peripheral de-
vices such as sensors, architectural accelerators for specific
computations, and radios [17, 39, 56, 72]. A device collects
energy from, e.g., radio waves, light, or vibration, storing the
energy in its energy buffer. When sufficient energy accumu-
lates, the device operates, quickly draining its stored energy.
On depletion, the device turns off and begins charging. Har-
vested power sources are often too weak to continuously
power the device, which instead operates intermittently, re-
booting frequently [17, 56, 72]. The frequency of reboots
depends on the environment and the power consumption
of the device and consecutive reboots may be separated by
seconds or milliseconds. On each power failure, the device
loses volatile state (registers, volatile memory, and peripheral
state) and preserves non-volatile state (FRAM and Flash).

2.2 Just-In-Time Checkpointing
A Just-In-Time checkpointing system monitors a device’s
energy buffer and stores a checkpoint of volatile state in
non-volatile memory immediately before a power failure. Af-
ter checkpointing, the device sleeps [5, 6] or spin-waits [32]
awaiting more energy, during which time its power may fail.
When there is again sufficient energy, the device reboots,
restores the checkpoint and continues from where it left off.
Figure 1 shows code that encrypts a string str by copying
it into pText and calling AES_SW, a software AES encryp-
tion routine, to produce ciphertext, cText. The execution
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main:
 ...
 str=get_data()
 pText=str
 cText=AES_SW(pText)
 str=cText
 send_data(str)
 ...

  str=get_data()
  pText=str

  cText=AES_SW(pText)
  str=cText

  send_data(str)
  ...

Reboot

!

Checkpoint
Software AES Code Successful Execution

Energy buffer state

!

Figure 1. Execution of JIT checkpointing system. The
code stores data in str, copies str into pText, encrypts
pText into cText, copies cText back into str, and transmits
(left). An example execution trace is shown (right).

depletes the energy buffer forcing the device to checkpoint
and continue later after a reboot.

An important correctness property of a JIT checkpointing
system is that the execution stops after the checkpoint. A JIT
checkpointing system eliminates the need to undo- or redo-
log updates to non-volatile memory by not executing instruc-
tions that may manipulate non-volatile memory after check-
pointing. In contrast, a system that collects a checkpoint and
continues to execute may update non-volatile memory after
the checkpoint and before a power failure. Consequently,
such a system must manage non-volatile memory to ensure
consistency with the checkpointed program state.

A JIT checkpointing system must monitor device energy,
typically with a hardware voltage comparator on the energy
storage capacitor [5–7, 32]. Assuming that main memory
is non-volatile, which is consistent with common system
designs [31, 32, 56, 61, 65], a JIT checkpointing need only
contain register state, not stack or heap data. The size of a
register-only checkpoint is fixed. Non-volatile main memory
remains consistent with the checkpoint as long as execu-
tion pauses immediately after checkpointing. With small,
fixed-size checkpoints, setting a JIT checkpointing system’s
voltage threshold is simple [32], and checkpointing has low
overhead [32, 65]. Implementing JIT checkpointing check-
pointing in a modern platform need not impose a high en-
ergy overhead. Using an on-chip comparator present in some
microprocessors [61] results in only around 1%-7% energy
increase in the microprocessor energy use (Section 4). Com-
pared to the energy consumption of the entire board, the
overhead is much lower.

2.3 The Performance Benefit of JIT Checkpointing
JIT checkpointing systems have several benefits compared
to alternative approaches. First, a JIT checkpointing system
checkpoints only once, immediately before a power failure,
leading to low checkpointing overhead. Systems that op-
erate oblivious to remaining energy may collect multiple
checkpoints between power failures [15, 40, 44, 65], which is
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Figure 2. Performance benefit of JIT checkpointing.
The plot shows data for optimization levels -O0 and -O1.

an unnecessary overhead. Second, a JIT checkpointing sys-
tem need not use memory logging to maintain non-volatile
memory consistency. In contrast, many alternative systems
require memory logging for correctness incurring additional
runtime overhead [4, 15, 40, 44, 45]. Third, a JIT checkpoint-
ing system can run mostly unmodified C code, while many
alternative software approaches change the programming
model [15, 30, 44]. Supporting mostly unmodified C code
not only increases programmability but also has a possible
performance benefit due to its compatibility with modern
compiler optimizations.
Figure 2 emphasizes the performance benefit of a JIT

checkpointing by comparing the execution time of Quick-
Recall [32], a JIT checkpointing system, with Alpaca [44], a
state-of-the-art, non-JIT checkpointing system. We ran six
benchmarks from the Alpaca paper [44]. We used the re-
leased code for Alpaca and implemented QuickRecall based
on the author’s description. CEM reads a temperature sen-
sor and LZW-compresses it. CF stores and retrieves pseudo-
random inputs in a cuckoo filter. RSA encrypts a string
using RSA with a 64-bit key. AR reads an accelerometer and
detects movement with a nearest-neighbor classifier. BF en-
crypts a string using Blowfish. BC counts set bits in an input
stream. We ran each experiment on two different compiler
optimization levels.

The result shows that a JIT checkpointing system, Quick-
Recall, is much faster than a non-JIT checkpointing system,
Alpaca, in many computation-heavy benchmarks (CF, RSA,
BF, BC). The speedup of QuickRecall indicates a large po-
tential performance benefit in using a JIT checkpointing.
However, the result also shows that a JIT checkpointing sys-
tem sometimes fails (bars marked “crash”) when executing a
peripheral operation such as a temperature sensor reading
(CEM) or an accelerometer reading (AR).

2.4 The Peripheral Problem for JIT Checkpoints
JIT checkpointing systems may fail in the presence of pe-
ripheral operations (i.e., Figure 2), which is an impediment
to their adoption. Failures stem from the widespread assump-
tion in JIT checkpointing systems that only register file state
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main:
 ...
 str=get_data()
 AES_IN=str
 AES_HW()
 while(!AES_DONE)
 str=AES_OUT
 send_data(str)
 ...

Problem 2.

  str=get_data()
  AES_IN=str

  AES_HW()
  while(!AES_DONE)
  while(!AES_DONE)

!

Hardware AES Code Incorrect Execution

AES done flag

AES HW input 
(volatile)

AES HW result 
(volatile)

  while(!AES_DONE)
  while(!AES_DONE)
  ...

Power failure 
resets AES_IN

Problem 1.

!

HW is not 
running

Wrong value 
used

1

2

Power failure 
kills the HW

2

1

Figure 3. Incorrect peripheral execution. The code uses
AES hardware, copying str into AES SRAM, AES_IN, com-
puting, spin-waiting as AES runs, and copying results from
AES SRAM, AES_OUT. The problematic execution at right
clears the AES SRAM and leaves the module de-configured.

clears on power failure. However, a real system also loses
peripheral state: sensor and radio configurations, intermedi-
ate result buffers in architectural accelerators, and state in
the external environment. This paper focuses on blocking,
request-and-response style peripherals: the MCU configures
and activates a peripheral, later awaiting its response while
halted, asleep, or spin-waiting. Arbitrary parallel execution
and interrupt-driven concurrency are out of scope.

Figure 3 shows how a JIT checkpointing system like Quick-
Recall [32] behaves incorrectly due to peripherals. The ex-
ample uses a hardware AES encryption module. The module
requires software to populate a volatile input buffer (AES_IN),
run AES (AES_HW()), wait for completion (AES_DONE), and
collect output from a volatile buffer (AES_OUT).

Incorrect results. Unconstrained JIT checkpointing causes
the program in Figure 3 to misbehave. Assume the system
checkpoints after populating AES_IN. On reboot, the code
activates the AESmodule with the volatile AES_IN buffer that
was cleared by the power failure. The activation produces
incorrect output.

Infinite wait. Simply making the AES module’s memory
non-volatile does not fix the problem. Assuming the module
has non-volatile input and output buffers (existing modules
do not), the code is still broken. If the system checkpoints
while spin-waiting for AES to finish and then power fails,
the loop never breaks because the deconfigured AES module
never sets AES_DONE. The code spin-waits indefinitely.

Timeliness and signal consistency. Figure 4 illustrates an-
other limitation of JIT checkpointing. The code samples an
audio signal every 10 ms and computes its fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT). The signal is rendered meaningless if the system
checkpoints while sampling and power fails (i.e., the execu-
tion at right). Two samples that are consecutive in memory,
such as a[1] and a[2], should be separated by 10 millisec-
onds, butmay be separated by the arbitrary duration required
for the device to recharge. With such non-regular sample pe-
riods, the FFT result becomes meaningless. There is no way

main:
 ...
 n=0
 while(n < 3):
  a[n++]=read_mic()
  sleep(10ms)
 result=FFT(a)
 ...

  n=0
  a[0]=read_mic()
  sleep(10ms)
  a[1]=read_mic()

  sleep(10ms)
  a[2]=read_mic()
  sleep(10ms)
  result=FFT(a)

Audio FFT Code Incorrect Execution
n=0

Correct Execution

a[0]=read_mic()
sleep(10ms)
a[1]=read_mic()
sleep(10ms)
a[2]=read_mic()

sleep(10ms)
result=FFT(a)

Arbitrary time interval

Figure 4. Inconsistent signal sampling. The code sam-
ples an audio signal and performs FFT. Themiddle is a correct
execution and the right is a problematic one. A checkpoint
and restart during sampling adds an arbitrary recharge time
between some samples, rendering the FFT meaningless.

for existing JIT checkpointing systems to express this signal
consistency condition because the code cannot distinguish
between a buffer of coincidentally contiguous samples and a
buffer of samples with inconsistent periods.

2.5 How Do Real Peripheral Accesses Fail?
We studied peripheral failures running microbenchmarks on
Capybara [17], powered by radio waves (setup details are
in Section 5.1), using on-board and on-chip peripherals. We
implemented QuickRecall [32] as faithfully as possible based
on the paper to show how JIT checkpointing systems do not
handle peripherals. We have 15 tests in five categories.
Basic: Sleep waits on a hardware timer for 15ms.
Sensors: Temp 5, Light 5, andMic 5 read an on-chip tempera-
ture sensor, on-board light sensor, and on-board microphone,
averaging five samples.
Hardware Accelerators: DMA uses on-chip Direct Mem-
ory Access (DMA) to copy memory. AES encrypts data with
an on-chip AES accelerator. LEA vadd adds vectors with the
on-chip TI LEA [64] DSP accelerator. LEA matmult multi-
plies matrices using LEA. LEA FFT does FFT with LEA. LEA
conv low-pass filters data using convolution on LEA.
Communication: PRINTF prints data over USB using a
hardware UART. BLE TX transmits Bluetooth Low-Energy
(BLE) packets, using a BLE controller.
Mixed: Temp BLE, Light BLE, and Mic BLE transmit on BLE
when the value read from a sensor exceeds a threshold.

Table 1 summarizes the failure behaviors we observed. An
infinite wait happens when the system checkpoints while
waiting for a peripheral operation to complete (e.g., Figure 3).
An incorrect result happens when peripheral state — often
managed through memory-mapped I/O registers (MMIO)
— is volatile and erased on reboot. A timeliness violation
happens when data must be collected or used adherent to a
timing condition (like signal consistency).
Table 1 shows that many operations, including simple,

common operations like sleep, fail with JIT checkpoints. The
problem with existing JIT checkpointing is dire: spin-wait,
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sleep, and MMIOmanipulations all fail, precluding the use of
crucially important serial protocols such as UART, I2C, and
SPI that support thousands of sensors, radios, and peripheral
devices. This study evaluates our implementation of Quick-
Recall [32], but the results apply generally across JIT check-
pointing and timer-based checkpointing systems [5, 6, 65]
that may checkpoint at any program point.

Table 1. Observed failures for QuickRecall [32]. X indi-
cates corresponding failure was observed.

category app name infinite wait incorrect result timeliness
violation

Basic Sleep X

Sensor
Temp 5 X X X
Light 5 X X X
Mic 5 X X X

HW
Accel.

DMA X X
AES X X
LEA vadd X X
LEA matmult X X
LEA FFT X X
LEA conv X X

Comm. PRINTF X
BLE TX X X

Mixed
Temp BLE X X X
Light BLE X X X
Mic BLE X X X

2.5.1 Why Not Just Disable Checkpoints?
JIT checkpointing failures happen when the system check-
points at an inopportune moment; why not disable check-
points during inopportune moments? Simply temporarily
disabling checkpoints is insufficient to solve the peripheral
problem for a JIT checkpointing system. There are two rea-
sons: (i) write-after-read (WAR) dependences complicate
memory consistency when power fails while checkpoints
are disabled and non-volatile memory updates re-execute;
and (ii) a limited-capacity energy buffer requires at least one
checkpoint per execution period to avoid non-termination.

Memory consistency and WAR dependences Disabling
JIT checkpoints during a region of code may compromise
non-volatile memory consistency. If power fails with JIT
checkpoints disabled, the system is forced to restore the last
successful checkpoint. Control flow reverts to a previous
point, but updates to non-volatile memory remain because
non-volatile memory updates are not logged with the JIT
checkpoint. On re-execution, the system may read such an
updated non-volatile memory location, consuming an incor-
rect value. Existing JIT checkpointing systems thus strongly
assume that execution stops after a checkpoint and control
never flows backward on reboot. Temporarily disabling JIT
checkpointing invalidates this key assumption and can lead
to the invalid memory state.
The presence of peripheral accesses in code requires a

JIT checkpointing system to ensure non-volatile memory
consistency. Prior work [15, 31, 40, 44, 45, 65] observed that
re-execution can leave non-volatile memory inconsistent.

A re-executed code region leaves memory inconsistent if it
contains a read followed by a write to the same non-volatile
memory location (i.e., a WAR dependence), without a pre-
ceding write to the location. While previous JIT checkpoint-
ing avoids this WAR dependence problem by avoiding re-
execution, peripheral accesses require re-execution, reintro-
ducing the risk of memory inconsistency due to a re-executed
WAR dependence.

Figure 5 shows how disabling JIT checkpoints renders
the use of a hardware AES module incorrect. Checkpoints
are disabled in the yellow region, preventing JIT check-
pointing. On reboot, the system resumes at the most re-
cently collected checkpoint, which is at the beginning of
the yellow region, and re-executes the yellow region. Re-
execution is problematic because the yellow region contains
awrite (str<-AES_OUT) after a read (AES_IN<-str) for a non-
volatile memory location str, i.e., a WAR dependence. The
execution re-encrypts the partially encrypted str, resulting
in an incorrect str.

main:
 ...
 str=get_data()
 AES_IN=str
 AES_HW()
 while(!AES_DONE)
 str=AES_OUT
 send_data(str)
 ... Checkpoint disabled

Checkpoint Disabled Incorrect Execution
AES_IN=str
AES_HW()
while(!AES_DONE)
str=AES_OUT!

Problem 1.

Cannot collect 
any checkpoint

Problem 2.

str partially 
updated

1

updated str 
reused

2

AES_IN=str
AES_HW()
while(!AES_DONE)
str=AES_OUT!

Figure 5. Incorrect execution with checkpoints dis-
abled. AES code from Figure 3 with checkpoints partially
disabled in the yellow region of the code (left). With JIT
checkpoints disabled, part of the code re-executes on reboot,
using a partially updated str again as an input. Moreover,
the code cannot complete, leading to non-termination (right).

Non-termination Disabling JIT checkpoints during pe-
ripheral accesses can lead to non-termination if the energy
required to operate for the duration of the peripheral access
exceeds the total amount of energy that the device can buffer.
In such a case, the region in which checkpoints are disabled
will repeatedly attempt to execute, but will never complete.

Figure 5 also shows how disabling JIT checkpoints can
lead to non-termination. In the figure, the yellow region is
too long to execute using the device’s buffered energy. The
program repeats this partial execution indefinitely.
Addressing this non-termination problem is a challenge

because the duration of the peripheral access can be highly
workload- and input-dependent. For example, the AES mod-
ule consumes different time and energy for different input
strings and encryption key sizes, which can vary dynami-
cally, and for different environmental conditions (e.g., tem-
perature), which are outside of the system’s control. Asking
the programmer to re-write code to ensure termination re-
quires reasoning about possible input sizes, per-operation
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Atomic Function Definition

DMA:N DMA:N/2 DMA:N/2

checkpoint

no checkpoint

workload 
scaling

Execution 
attempts

DMA:1024

Execution

DMA:1024

DMA:512 DMA:512

DMA:256 DMA:256 DMA:256 DMA:256

atomic<N:1> DMA(...){
 code
 scaling rule
 fallback
}

Energy Profiling

Executable

Compile

SAFE!!

Figure 6. Overview of Samoyed. The figure shows an
atomic function for manipulating a hardware direct memory
access (DMA) module. After compilation and energy profil-
ing, the code executes. Samoyed uses the atomic function’s
scaling rule to decrease the size of DMA inputs until the
execution completes successfully.

energy cost, and operating conditions, which is extremely
difficult. Precisely reasoning about the energy use of arbi-
trary code is a complicated, unsolved problem [12, 16, 38].

Existing JIT checkpointing systems fail to execute common
peripheral operations correctly or efficiently, making them
impractical despite their benefit in performance and pro-
grammability. In this work, Samoyed supports peripheral
operations safely and efficiently on a JIT checkpointing sys-
tem, making them viable for real-world deployment.

3 Safe Peripheral Operations with
Samoyed

Motivated by the limitations of JIT checkpointing that we
identified in Section 2.4, we propose a new JIT checkpoint-
ing system called Samoyed that supports safe and efficient
peripheral operations, free of these limitations.

Samoyed allows the programmer to define an atomic func-
tion, inside which the system selectively captures check-
points andmaintainsmemory consistencywith undo-logging.
If the work in an atomic function requires more energy than
a device can provide, Samoyed dynamically scales the atomic
work by iteratively sub-dividing the function into multiple
smaller function invocations, each containing a subsequence
of the original function’s work. Samoyed additionally pro-
vides an energy profiler to ensure that at least the maximally
sub-divided atomic function (i.e., minimum work) can run
on a given platform, with a fallback routine to handle the
profiling error.

Figure 6 summarizes Samoyed’s operation. The program-
mer defines an atomic function containing peripheral op-
erations, optionally providing a scaling rule and a fallback.
Samoyed compiles the atomic function and runs the binary
through the profiler, which estimates the energy consump-
tion of each atomic function for a given device. The profiler
determines whether the smallest sub-division of the atomic
function will execute to completion, given the device’s total
available energy. If the profiler determines that the atomic
function does not exceed the energy budget, Samoyed deems
it safe and runs it, applying the scaling rule dynamically to
adapt to energy availability as needed. If the profiled atomic
function exceeds the device’s energy budget, the programmer
must change the platform or the peripheral. Profiling is im-
perfect and may underestimate an atomic function’s energy
cost. To handle profiling error, Samoyed allows a software
fallback that executes if the smallest possible sub-division
of an atomic function exceeds the device’s energy budget
on deployment. Unlike the atomic peripheral operation, the
fallback safely spans failures. Samoyed’s atomic function
facility, compiler, profiler, and runtime system support safe,
efficient peripheral access alongside the performance and
programmability benefits of JIT checkpointing.

3.1 Baseline JIT Checkpointing System
Samoyed assumes an underlying JIT checkpointing system
with fully non-volatile memory, as in prior work [32, 45, 65].
We assume the system can measure the device’s remaining
energy and interrupt the MCU when buffered energy hits a
lower threshold (as in [5, 6, 32]). The system stops executing
after checkpointing, restarting when the energy buffer is
again refilled. We only target peripherals that do not have
internal non-volatile state and are arbitrarily restartable after
a power failure. Although restricted, many peripherals used
in the embedded domain fall into this category, including
all peripherals that we studied (Table 1). Samoyed is appli-
cable only to blocking peripheral operations during which
the MCU waits; Samoyed does not support concurrency of
computation and peripheral accesses. While not inclusive of
all code that manipulates peripherals, low-power embedded
systems and peripheral computation accelerators frequently
rely on a blocking interface. Samoyed is relevant to an im-
portant class of intermittent systems code.

3.2 Samoyed Atomic Functions
An atomic function contains code that should execute with-
out checkpoints, permitting safe peripheral accesses.

3.2.1 Syntax
Table 2 summarizes the syntax of an atomic function.
atomic<$knob:$val,...> declares a function as atomic. An
atomic function has no return type because Samoyed re-
quires passing outputs via output parameters. A programmer
declares knob variables inside angle brackets (<>), which are
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Table 2. Summary of atomic function syntax.

syntax meaning
atomic<$knob:$val, ...> define atomic functions with their knob variable
input[] define a parameter as an input with its size
output[] define a parameter as an output with its size
inout[] define a parameter as both input and output
scaling rule{} provide a scaling rule (if needed)
fallback{} provide a fallback routine (if needed)

parameters Samoyed can vary to change the amount of work
in an atomic function. Samoyed permits an optional knob
minimum after the colon (:), defaulting to one.
The input, output, and inout parameter qualifiers declare
that an atomic function’s parameter is used for input, out-
put, or both. An array parameter requires an additional size
argument in a square brace (e.g., input[size]).
A scaling rule defines an atomic function’s scaling rule,
which tells Samoyed how to recursively decompose an atomic
function that consumes too much energy into a sequence
of smaller function invocations, the sequential execution of
which is equivalent to the original function’s execution.
A fallback is a software-only routine associated with an
atomic function that Samoyed runs if recursive decomposi-
tion fails to produce a terminating execution. For a compute
accelerator, the most common fallback is a software-only
(i.e., without peripherals) implementation that can run inter-
mittently, tolerating arbitrarily-timed JIT checkpoints.
Samoyed treats knob variables, the scaling rule, and the

software fallback as optional. An atomic function should
not access any non-volatile global memory directly without
specifying it as an input, output, or inout.

3.2.2 How to Write an Atomic Function
This section shows how to write an atomic function, using a
hardware AES encryption accelerator as a running example.
Figure 7 shows the original atomic function definition (left)
and the simplified code transformed by Samoyed’s compiler
(right). The programmer annotates the function as atomic
and marks its inout array parameter (Line 1). The function
has a knob variable (N) with a minimum size of 16 (Line 1),
which is the minimum allowed by the algorithm. The pro-
grammer then implements the peripheral control code (Line
2-5), the function’s scaling rule (Line 7-9), and the software
fallback (Line 11). In the example, the scaling rule is express-
ing that two consecutive AES invocations each operating
on a distinct half of the original string are equivalent to the
original AES invocation for this program. Expressing a re-
cursive scaling rule is similar to writing a recursive function.
The programmer should make sure that applying the scaling
rule does not affect the correctness (e.g., Line 7-9 may not
work with a different encryption algorithm).

1 atomic<N:16> AES(
    inout[N] char* str,
    int N){
2  memcpy(AES_IN,str,N);
3  AES_RUN_HW(N);
4  while(!AES_DONE);
5  memcpy(str,AES_OUT,N);
6  scaling rule{
7   N = N/2;
8   AES(str,N);
9   AES(str+N,N)}
10 fallback{
11  sw_AES(str,N)}}

1 int maxN = MAX_INT;
2 void AES(char* str,int N){
3  bool needScale;
4  if(N<=maxN) uLog(str,N);
5  disableChkpt();
6  collectChkpt();
7  if(N<=maxN && !np){
8   memcpy(AES_IN,str,N);
9   AES_RUN_HW(N);
10  while(!AES_DONE);
11  memcpy(str,AES_OUT,N);
12  if(needUpdate){
13   maxN = N;
14   needUpdate = false;}
15  needScale = false;}
16 else{needScale = true;}
17 enableChkpt();
18 clearULog();
19 if(needScale){
20  N = N/2;
21  AES(str,N);
22  AES(str+N,N);}

original code

scaling rule

Atomic Function Definition Compiler-Generated Code

Try running the workload if 
knob is smaller than max 
(N<=maxN)
Scale the workload if knob 
too large (N>maxN) or no 
progress (np=true)

knob>max?

update max

init max

*np: set on no progress, clear on checkpoint
*needUpdate: set on no progress

fallback

Figure 7. An atomic function. The hardware accelerated
AES encryption code (left), and code transformed by the
compiler (right).

3.2.3 How Samoyed Executes an Atomic Function
Samoyed executes compiled atomic function code, automati-
cally invoking the scaling rule and fallback as necessary. The
compiler-transformed code on the right of Figure 7 has two
main parts. The code inside the upper red box (Line 7-16)
contains the atomic function’s main workload, including the
original peripheral operations (gray, Line 8-11) and the state
management code (yellow, Line 7, 12-14). The code in the
lower blue box (Line 19-22) contains the scaling rule.
On entering the atomic function, Samoyed disables au-

tomatic JIT checkpoints (Line 5) and collects a checkpoint
(Line 6), ensuring the atomic function restarts from the be-
ginning when power fails with checkpoint disabled. Then,
Samoyed runs either the atomic function’s main workload
(Line 7-16) or applies its scaling rule (Line 19-22), based on
the prior execution history. The decision is made based on
the two state variables, maxN and np. Each knob (e.g., N) has
a corresponding max knob value (e.g., maxN) that holds the
largest known value of the knob for which the function com-
pleted successfully. np is a flag that Samoyed sets if the most
recent two attempts to execute the main workload made no
progress. np is cleared on a checkpoint. If the knob value is
the same or smaller than the max knob value (N<=maxN) and
the system is not currently stuck (i.e., !np, Line 7), Samoyed
tries running the main workload with checkpointing dis-
abled. Otherwise, Samoyed re-enables checkpointing and
applies the scaling rule, which decreases the knob value.

Running the main workload. If the knob value (N) is less
than or equal to the max knob value (maxN) and np is unset,
the main workload (Line 7-15) executes. Samoyed undo-logs
inout parameters (Line 4) before the main workload only if
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the main workload will execute (i.e., N<=maxN). If power fails
during the main workload, Samoyed rolls back the changes
made to the inout parameters (using its undo-log) and re-
runs the operation from the last checkpoint (Line 6). If the
main workload fails to complete twice, it means the current
knob value is too large; Samoyed indicates that the current
knob value is invalid by setting a needUpdate flag along with
the np flag. On the following reboot with np set, Samoyed
skips the main workload and instead runs the scaling rule
by setting needScale (Line 16). On successful execution,
Samoyed updates the max knob value (Line 12-14) if the
previous value was invalid (i.e., needUpate is set) and exits
the function. Updating the max knob value spares future
executions the attempts and failures to calibrate the knob.
Samoyed clears its undo-log after the peripheral operation
is done (Line 18).

Scaling an atomic function. Samoyed runs the scaling
rule in two cases: (1) after np is set, which indicates a failure
to make progress on two consecutive runs; or (2) when the
knob value is larger than the max value, which indicates
that the current knob value is known to be too large based
on prior executions (Line 7). Samoyed recursively invokes
atomic functions with a decreased knob (Line 19-22) until
each invocation is small enough to be executed on a given
platform. If the scaling rule scales the knob beyond the speci-
fied minimum, the system runs the software fallback instead
of the atomic function, whose code is omitted for brevity.

Concrete example invocation. An invocation of AES with
a 1024-entry array (N=1024) will fail to execute if the system
can only buffer enough energy to perform an AES encryp-
tion on 300 entries (N=300) at most. Initially, maxN is too high,
at MAX_INT (e.g., 32,767 for 16-bit int). Samoyed compares
the knob (1024) to maxN (MAX_INT) at Line 4, and undo-logs
str. Samoyed then checks the np flag, which is unset, and
attempts to execute the peripheral operations (Line 8-11).
The knob value is too large and power fails before the oper-
ation completes. On failure, Samoyed rolls back the partially
updated str. After two failed execution attempts, Samoyed
sets np, indicating a lack of progress, and needUpdate, in-
dicating the current maxN is incorrect. The next execution
enters the else on Line 16 and the if on Line 19, decreasing
N to 512 and recursively calling AES twice, each processing its
half of the input (Line 20-22). N=512 remains too large; after
two more failed attempts, Samoyed scales N to 256, which
is small enough to complete with a given energy budget.
After completing, the runtime updates maxN to 256 (Lines 12-
14), equipping future executions with a viable starting knob
value. This execution successfully hardware-accelerates an
infeasibly large AES encryption call on an input of size 1024
by automatically, dynamically dividing it into four AES en-
cryption calls, each with N=256. The knob converges to an
amount of work possible using a full energy buffer, guaran-
teeing that amount of work even with no incoming energy.

3.2.4 Correctness
Samoyed avoids memory inconsistency. On a power failure
during a peripheral operation, control reverts to the last
checkpoint placed at the start of the atomic function (Line
6). On re-execution, memory may become inconsistent if
the code has a WAR dependence that is not preceded by a
re-initializing write (Section 2.5.1). Samoyed assumes that
function local variables and peripheral-internal state clear
on a restart and are initialized in the function before use,
always having a re-initializing write. This assumption leaves
inout parameters the only variables that can be involved
in a problematic WAR dependence, since they are the only
non-volatile data that may be both written and read in the
atomic function. With all the inout parameters annotated
correctly, Samoyed protects the parameters from becoming
inconsistent with undo-logging (similarly to [4, 45]). Cor-
rectly annotating the inout parameters requires careful pro-
gramming; the burden is, however, reasonable because most
peripherals have well-defined inputs and outputs.

Samoyed also avoids non-termination. Samoyed can scale
an atomic function’s knob value down to a programmer-
specified minimum. If the function can complete with at least
the minimum knob value, Samoyedmakes progress with scal-
ing the knob. Samoyed’s profiler helps determine whether an
atomic function’s minimum knob value is sufficiently small
before deployment (Section 3.3). If the profiler mispredicts
and the atomic function fails to complete even with its mini-
mum knob value on deployment, Samoyed safely executes
the software fallback instead to avoid non-termination. It is
the programmer’s responsibility to correctly define the knob
and the scaling rule. The complexity of writing a recursive
scaling rule is similar to writing a recursive function.

3.2.5 Generality
Samoyed supports sophisticated, multi-knob scaling rules,
asking the programmer to define each knob and to define a
scaling rule that uses reduced knob values. Figure 8 shows a
scaling rule for matrix transpose using the LEA DSP module
on the TI MSP430FR5994 microprocessor [63]. To use the
module, the programmer populates the input buffer, TR_IN,
and the module fills the output buffer, TR_OUT. The example’s
knobs are row and col. The scaling rule bisects the larger
of the input matrix’s row (Line 8-9) or column (Line 11-12)
size. Illustrating Samoyed’s capabilities, we implemented
complex scaling rules, including a hardware accelerated FFT
and a hardware accelerated matrix multiplication with three
different knob values.
The scaling rule also need not be a recursive decompo-

sition in general. Samoyed is flexible: a scaling rule could
instead invoke a lower-precision (lower-energy) peripheral
routine determined by the knob value.
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1 atomic<row,col> tp(
    output[row*col] int* out,
    input[row*col] int* in,
    int row, int col){
2  memcpy(TR_IN,in,row*col*2);
3  TR_RUN_HW(row, col);
4  while(!TR_DONE);
5  memcpy(out,TR_OUT,row*col*2);
6  scaling rule{
7   if (row > col){
8    tp(out,in,row/2,col);
9    tp(out+row/2,in+(row/2)*NUM_COLS,row/2,col);
10  }else{
11   tp(out,in,row,col/2);
12   tp(out+(col/2)*NUM_ROWS,in+col/2,row,col);}}}

original code

divide row dimension

divide column dimension

column size of the original matrix

row size of the original matrix

Figure 8. A more complex scalable atomic region. A
matrix transpose that dynamically scales the larger of its
row or column dimensions.

3.3 Energy Profiler
Samoyed uses its energy profiler to directly measure the
energy consumed by each atomic function to estimate the
viability of the function on a given platform. The compiler
generates a measurement binary that includes the original
device initialization code (e.g., clock setup), and repeatedly
invokes the atomic function with its smallest possible knob
variable and a randomized input. The binary checks whether
the most aggressively scaled function can run on a given plat-
form. The generated measurement binary is programmed
onto a real energy-harvesting platform, with the measure-
ment hardware attached.
The measurement device is a custom hardware circuit

similar in design to EDB [14]. The device manages a power
source and a control signal to the target device. The hard-
ware repeatedly (1) fills the device energy capacitor, (2) de-
taches the power source, and (3) signals the device to run
the instrumented measurement binary. The signaled device
repeatedly executes the atomic function until the energy is
depleted and sends the resulting number of successful execu-
tion back to the measurement hardware. Aggregating across
multiple runs, the programmer can look at the statistics to
assess the viability of the function on a given platform. If
the system cannot run a single instance of the function with
a fully-charged capacitor, the programmer must increase
the capacitor size or consider a peripheral with different
energy requirements. If the system runs hundreds of periph-
eral operations in one energy cycle, the peripheral is likely
appropriate for the device.

The purpose of Samoyed’s energy profiler is not to guaran-
tee correctness by proving the absence of non-termination.
Samoyed avoids guarantees because peripheral energy con-
sumption can vary unpredictably with different input, dy-
namic variation in hardware configuration, and the deploy-
ment environment (e.g., temperature, RF). Instead, the pro-
filer is a tool to aid the programmer in understandingwhether
the peripheral’s energy demand exceeds the device’s energy

supply in a particular environment, in a particular software,
hardware, and input configuration.

Samoyed’s profiler is practically useful. Most peripherals
that we studied have low variance in their energy consump-
tion. The profile uniformly reported a high margin between
the peripheral’s measured energy consumption and the de-
vice’s buffer capacity (Section 5.6). This margin is an addi-
tional, empirical assurance that Samoyed will eventually find
a knob assignment that successfully completes.

4 Implementation
We implemented Samoyed’s annotations, compiler, runtime,
and energy profiler targeting the Capybara platform [17].

Samoyedhardware. Capybara [17] includes a TIMSP430FR-
5994 MCU, which has an AES accelerator, a LEA DSP acceler-
ator [61], a Bluetooth Low-energy (BLE) radio controller, and
sensors connected via I2C. We used the MCU’s internal com-
parator [61] to monitor the energy buffering capacitor and
generate an interrupt at 1.8V, a voltage at which the system
reliably checkpoints. According to the MCU’s datasheet, the
energy the comparator uses is 1-7% of the MCU energy [61].

Samoyed runtime library. Samoyed’s runtime library in-
cludes checkpointing, undo-logging, restore, and dynamic
scaling. Checkpointed register data and undo-logs reside in
a pre-allocated FRAM buffer. To undo-log multiple elements
in an array, Samoyed uses an atomic function using DMA.
Registers restore on reboot, eventually restoring the program
counter and redirecting control flow to the checkpointed pro-
gram point. The system also restores any undo-logged data.
The restore routine sets the np flag and the needUpdate flag,
as explained in Section 3.2.3. All the control code inserted by
the compiler is engineered to work correctly (e.g., respecting
atomicity constraints) with arbitrary power failures.

The MSP430FR5994 MCU has both SRAM and FRAM as its
main memory [61]. We wrote a custom linker script forcing
the MCU to use only the FRAM during program execution.

Samoyed compiler. We implemented the Samoyed compiler
as a source-to-source transformation using LibTooling [60],
a Clang-based frontend that analyzes the abstract syntax tree
(AST) and generates instrumented C code that we compile
with GCC. Source-to-source transformation avoids ineffi-
ciencies in the experimental [4] MSP430 LLVM backend in
favor of more efficient GCC backend.

Samoyed energy profiler. We used another MSP430FR5994
MCU that controls a SIP32431 load switch to measure energy,
collecting data via UART.

5 Evaluation
We evaluated Samoyed, showing that it enables correct pe-
ripheral operations, comparing to QuickRecall [32], a prior
system that does not. We show that Samoyed allows the use
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of hardware accelerators that substantially improve perfor-
mance. Comparing computational performance to an alterna-
tive system, we show that Samoyed maintains the extremely
low run time overheads of JIT checkpointing systems. We
also show that the energy profiler simplifies programming.
The evaluation also studies a full-system, room-scale sensing
prototype that senses audio, performs DSP and statistical in-
ference computations, and communicates using BLE. Finally,
we show an analytical study of the applicability of Samoyed
to Eyeriss [10] a recent CNN accelerator.

5.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluated Samoyed using a real, full hardware energy-
harvesting setup. We attached a dipole antenna and a P2110-
EVB Powercast harvester [51] to Capybara [17], harvesting
915 MHz radio waves generated by a ThingMagic Astra-EX
RFID reader positioned 75cm apart and set to a power level of
30dBm. We ran benchmarks repeatedly until the confidence
interval was under 10% of the mean.

5.2 Samoyed Makes Peripheral Accesses Correct
We compared Samoyed’s correctness to a previous JIT check-
pointing system, QuickRecall [32], with the benchmarks
from Section 2.5. We implemented QuickRecall based on the
authors’ description. While some details may differ, Quick-
Recall’s correctness issues arise from the high-level system
design, not its implementation. Table 3 reports data showing
Samoyed avoids all failures that QuickRecall experienced.

Table 3. Correctness of Samoyed vs. QuickRecall. O in-
dicates success, X indicates failure.

category app name Samoyed QuickRecall [32]
Basic Sleep O X

Sensor
Temp 5 O X
Light 5 O X
Mic 5 O X

HW Accel.

DMA O X
AES O X
LEA vadd O X
LEA matmult O X
LEA FFT O X
LEA conv O X

Comm. PRINTF O X
BLE TX O X

Mixed
Temp BLE O X
Light BLE O X
Mic BLE O X

We also empirically observed that peripheral failures are
not unique to JIT checkpointing. Many recent non-JIT check-
pointing systems, e.g., Ratchet [65], Alpaca [44], and Chin-
chilla [45], also experienced failures while using certain pe-
ripherals: Ratchet [65] experienced failures similar to Quick-
Recall’s when the compiler inserted checkpoints during re-
gions of code that manipulate peripherals. Ratchet [65], Al-
paca [44], and Chinchilla [45] all failed in protecting the
WAR dependences introduced by peripherals, corrupting
memory (mainly because their compilers are unaware of the
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Figure 9. Comparing accelerators vs. software.

peripheral manipulations). We do not discuss the failure of
these systems in detail, as each is highly system-specific.

5.3 Samoyed Enables Hardware-Acceleration
Unlike prior JIT checkpointing systems, Samoyed enables the
use of extremely efficient architectural accelerators that sub-
stantially improve performance. To emphasize the benefit,
we compared six programs written to use a hardware acceler-
ator with a behaviorally identical software implementation.
DMA copies 50,000 memory words. LEA vadd adds two
600-entry vectors using TI’s on-chip LEA DSP accelerator.
LEAmatmultmultiplies two 16-by-16 fixed-point matrices.
LEA FFT computes the fast Fourier transform (FFT) on a
1024-entry array. LEA conv convolves a 16-entry filter with
a 2048-entry input. AES encrypts a 2048-character string
with a 128-bit key, using an on-chip AES accelerator. For each
benchmark except DMA, we ran two different versions, one
with a separate input and output buffer and one that reuses
the input buffer to store the result (labeled “in-place”). All
software implementations replaced the invocation of accel-
erators with software code from official TI libraries [62, 63].
Figure 9 shows that even compared to highly-optimized

vendor libraries, both accelerated versions yield dominant
performance, with speedups up to 122.9x and on average
10.78x. The in-place versions with undo-logging remain
faster than their software counterparts.

5.4 Samoyed has Low Overheads
We compared Samoyed’s performance against Alpaca’s, as
we did in Section 2.3 with QuickRecall. We used the same
benchmarks as in Section 2.3. Figure 10 shows that Samoyed
is faster than Alpaca in all cases, with up to a 13.9x speedup.
Samoyed’s mean speedup over Alpaca is 2.74x with compiler
optimization level -O0 and 4.11x with -O1.
Samoyed is faster than Alpaca for three reasons. First,

Alpaca executes multiple task boundaries (i.e., checkpoints)
per execution period because tasks are often conservatively
defined. Samoyed collects exactly one checkpoint per power
failure. Second, Alpaca uses redo-logging to prevent WAR
dependences from corrupting memory throughout the code.
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Figure 10. Performance of Samoyed and Alpaca. The
plot shows data for gcc optimization levels -O0 and -O1.
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Figure 11. Comparing the overheads of Samoyed and
Alpaca. Execution time breakdown for each system com-
piled with -O0. Alpaca’s main overhead is task transitions
(trans) and redo-logging (log). Samoyed’s main overhead is
checkpointing and restoring (chkpt), which is less than 0.01%
on average.

Samoyed only incurs undo-log overhead when an atomic
function with inouts is present. Third, Alpaca’s tasks limit
the scope of compiler optimizations, while Samoyed permits
optimization across all code outside an atomic function.
Figure 11 breaks down each system’s execution time, re-

vealing its major overheads. We measured each time over-
head by toggling a GPIO before and after each type of op-
eration. In addition to application code (app), Alpaca adds
overhead for each task boundary (trans) and for redo-logging
(log). Samoyed’s main overhead is checkpointing and restor-
ing (chkpt). Our benchmarks did not contain any inouts,
incurring no undo-log overhead.
The data make clear why Samoyed is faster than Alpaca.

Relative to application code execution time, Alpaca has 59%
task boundary overhead and a 32% redo-logging overhead.
Samoyed’s checkpoint and restore overhead is a vanishingly
small 0.9% of its application code execution time. The re-
sult shows that Samoyed still preserves the low-overhead
characteristics of JIT checkpointing, while correctly running
the benchmarks for which QuickRecall failed (CEM, AR).
Other recent non-JIT checkpointing systems, Ratchet [65]
and Chinchilla [45], perform similarly to Alpaca for these
benchmarks [45]. While we do not directly compare to those
systems, Samoyed is likely to similarly outperform them.
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Figure 13. Profiled energy use of each atomic function.

5.5 Samoyed Effectively Scales Atomic Functions
Samoyed effectively scales knob values in atomic functions.
Figure 12 shows how knob values vary with different capaci-
tor sizes. From our seven benchmarks that have a scaling rule
(DMA, AES, LEA vadd, LEA matmult, LEA conv, LEA FFT,
BLE TX), we plot only four because LEA matmult has three
knob values, LEA FFT only fails with a very small capacitor,
and BLE TX requires a very large capacitor. The data show
that all benchmarks dynamically scale a region’s work to
match the available capacitor size. Samoyed’s scaling rules
free the programmer from thinking about the capacitor size
when programming.

5.6 Samoyed’s Energy Profiler is Informative
Figure 13 shows the energy use of each atomic function
for the benchmarks in Table 3 with the smallest knob size,
automatically measured by our energy profiler. The profiler
collected 30 sample executions each and plotted the mean
and the standard deviation. The atomic functions between
DMA and PRINTF on the x-axis use less than 1% of the
available energy, with very little variation. Similarly, Sleep
and the atomic functions between BLE TX and Mic 5 used
around 1–10% of the energy. It is likely that these functions
will safely make progress with an appropriate Samoyed-
selected knob value.
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Figure 14. Data received from the sensor. The classified
state of the kitchen received at the server is plotted in black
(continuously-powered sensor), dark green (Samoyed, har-
vested energy) and red (QuickRecall [32], harvested energy).
The light green box shows the ground truth.

Other benchmarks (Temp BLE through Mic BLE) have
high variation in their energy consumption because their
atomic functions contain statically unpredictable control
flow. In such cases, the programmer may have to manually
reason that the function is safe to deploy.
Although the profiler cannot provide a progress guaran-

tee, its output helps determine whether the atomic function
is likely to fail on the profiled platform, simplifying both
programming and platform design.

5.7 Case Study 1: Intelligent Synthetic Sensor
We demonstrated the practicality of Samoyed, using it to
build a room-scale, end-to-end application prototype: an
energy-harvesting version of the Synthetic Sensor proposed
by Laput, et al [36]. A synthetic sensor uses machine learn-
ing on sensor inputs to classify environmental signals. Our
prototype collects microphone data from a fixed location.
The device uses a pre-trained logistic regression classifier to
detect kitchen events (faucet on, garbage disposal on, quiet)
and sends results to a server via BLE. The application col-
lects a window of 64 microphone samples at 167Hz, converts
them to 16-bit fixed-point, performs a LEA FFT, processes
FFT results, classifies using a LEA matrix multiply, and sends
results over BLE. Sensing, BLE transmission, FFT, and matrix
multiplication were each written as an atomic function.

Figure 14 shows classifications received via BLE from three
system variants. Black points show continuously-powered
sensor, dark green show Samoyed, and red show QuickRe-
call [32], with Samoyed and QuickRecall running on har-
vested energy. The light green box shows the ground truth.
The data show that Samoyed accurately reports events ap-
proximately once every two seconds which is acceptable,
although less frequently than with continuous power. In
contrast, QuickRecall fails to send data after two samples.
Assuming a reporting frequency of two seconds is accept-
able, Samoyed’s prediction rate is 87%, including as errors
prediction error, packet loss, and late packet delivery. This
study shows Samoyed supports end-to-end applications that
can be applied to a real-world context.
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Figure 15. Estimated Eyeriss behavior on Samoyed. Es-
timated number on invocations of the atomic functions and
the end-to-end execution time is plotted.

5.8 Case Study 2: Deep Neural Network Accelerator
We analytical studied the applicability of Samoyed to Eye-
riss [10], a recent convolutional neural network (CNN) accel-
erator. Eyeriss reports power consumption of 200mW [10],
which is a feasible power level for a burst-mode [17] inter-
mittent system.
Without access to a real Eyeriss chip, we estimated the

behavior of Samoyed for Eyeriss performing a prediction
using AlexNet [35], by borrowing reported measurement
numbers from the Eyeriss paper [11]. We assume that main
memory is FRAM instead of DRAM as in the original de-
sign, and concentrate on the five convolutional layers, which
consume most of the total energy [10]. We use the reported
power and the end-to-end latency number to calculate the
chip energy use. Then, we multiply the DRAM access num-
bers given by the paper [11] with an FRAM access energy of
0.4nJ per byte [53] to get the FRAM access energy. If the sum
of the two exceeds the device’s energy capacity, Samoyed
will have to recursively break the convolution layer down
into multiple smaller convolutions. For each application of
Samoyed’s scaling rule, we add the cost of reconfiguring Ey-
eriss (provided by the paper) including the additional FRAM
access cost. We conservatively estimate the extra FRAM ac-
cess cost due to Samoyed scaling by multiplying the original
FRAM access cost by the number of recursive division. We
measured the charging time for each capacitor size from 3mF
to 18mF in the same setup as in Section 5.1 and used it to
estimate the end-to-end execution time.
Figure 15 plots the estimated number of atomic function

invocations (i.e., the number of sub-divisions) and the esti-
mated execution time. The result suggests that Samoyed’s
atomic function specification and scaling rule facility can be
applicable to Eyeriss. We did not model a software fallback (it
was unnecessary), but recent work [23] proposed a software
CNN implementation that is applicable if Eyeriss exceeds the
device energy budget. Samoyed makes using Eyeriss in an in-
termittent system easier. The scaling rule effectively divides
the entire network computation into many, smaller atomic
functions to run on a given platform, which is not straight-
forward to do manually. The data show that execution time
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decreases as available energy increases because decompos-
ing the peripheral invocation imposes a configuration and
FRAM overhead. With an 18mF capacitor, the end-to-end ex-
ecution time is less than a minute, suggesting that Samoyed
and Eyeriss together make it viable to run AlexNet on an
energy-harvesting device. This study emphasizes Samoyed’s
applicability to modern architectural accelerators, establish-
ing the feasibility of their use in intermittent systems.

6 Related Work
Several prior research relates to Samoyed. We discuss the
most related work on energy-harvesting devices and inter-
mittent computing, idempotent computation, and work on
memory consistency and persistency.

Intermittent and energy-harvesting devices Section 1
covered prior JIT checkpointing systems [5, 6, 32, 33] and
static checkpoint systems relying on a compiler [4, 7, 16, 45,
46, 54, 65], or the programmer [15, 30, 40, 44, 70]. Other ap-
proaches [31, 43] change the microarchitecture to efficiently
provide checkpointing, suffering some problems of software
approaches, and requiring custom silicon.

Concurrently with our work, RESTOP [55] developed sup-
port for automatic reinitialization after power failures of pe-
ripherals using MMIO registers or I2C protocol. RESTOP is a
partial solution for simple peripherals that require only reini-
tialization (e.g., simple sensors), but does not support com-
plex peripherals, like architectural accelerators (e.g., LEA,
AES). RESTOP also does not provide timeliness or work-
load scaling. Mayfly [30] uses an external hardware timer to
avoid timeliness violations. Mayfly is a complementary work
that specifically addresses timeliness violations, but does not
handle other peripheral manipulation issues. NVRF [68] is
an RF chip that saves configurations in non-volatile mem-
ory. NVRF is not a general peripheral solution and requires
custom hardware. UFoP [28] allocates to each peripheral a
capacitor that stores sufficient energy to use that peripheral.
The solution is insufficient when the energy use of the pe-
ripheral varies. In contrast, Samoyed’s scaling rules, energy
profiling, and fallback routines prevents non-termination for
a broad class of peripherals.
Samoyed can be applied to a variety of intermittent plat-

forms [17, 29, 56, 72], and multi-tenant energy-harvesting
systems [2]. Wisent [59] and Stork [1] enable wireless soft-
ware updates for these devices, while Ekho [73] and EDB [14]
help with full-system debugging. Incidental computing [42]
optimizes latency-insensitive code via approximation and
NEOFog [41] models communication between hypothetical
intermittent devices that can directly communicate. Other
prior work targets energy-harvesting devices but does not
support intermittent operation [8, 34, 37, 58].

Idempotent compilation Prior work on idempotent code
compilation [19, 20, 74] uses a compiler to generate idem-
potent code, making the system robust to failures. Idem-
potent compilation also features in other intermittent sys-
tems [44, 45, 65]. Our prototype ensures idempotent execu-
tion for atomic functions by undo-logging inout parameters.

Automatic algorithm tuning Prior work on algorithm
tuning [3, 9, 52, 69] dynamically selects the optimal algorithm
and execution parameters, optimizing performance similarly
to Samoyed’s dynamic knob selection.

Consistency and non-volatile memory Prior work on
transactions [24, 26, 27, 57] bears similarity to Samoyed’s atomic
regions, although targeting concurrency, not intermittence.
Work on non-volatile memory persistency [13, 18, 21, 22, 47–
50, 66, 67, 75] also relate to Samoyed in their purpose, but
differ in their mechanism and in that they target large-scale
parallel systems, not intermittent microcontrollers.

7 Conclusion
This paper presented Samoyed, a Just-In-Time checkpointing
system that can safely and efficiently manipulate peripherals
in programmer-defined atomic functions, leveraging com-
piler support, energy profiling, and a runtime library for safe,
efficient intermittent execution. Samoyed safely executes
code that manipulates peripherals that cause failures in prior
JIT checkpointing systems. Samoyed provides a 10.78x mean
speedup over prior work by enabling the use of architectural
accelerators. Samoyed preserves the performance benefit of
JIT checkpointing systems, with a 4.11x speedup on average
compared to an alternative non-JIT system. Samoyed dynam-
ically scales atomic function work that is too large, profiles
energy consumption, and defaults to a software fallback if
safe use of a peripheral is impossible. Together, these fea-
tures of Samoyed significantly simplify the task of writing
code for an intermittent system that manipulates peripher-
als. Using Samoyed, we built and evaluated an end-to-end
home sensing application that we tested in a deployment,
demonstrating Samoyed’s practicality. We also demonstrated
quantitatively that Samoyed is crucial to the use of emerging
architectural accelerators in intermittent devices.
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